UNSUNG HEROES
CHRIS CHANTLER HACKS THROUGH THE BATTLEFIELD OF CULT METAL REISSUES

SORCERY
'Svintr Solbringer' MONSTER
If you don’t have a good spare for the original 1976 double vinyl, this CD reissue is an ideal way to get acquainted with this doom/experimental death metal combo elegantly described as melodic Sabbathian doom with a twist of the distant future, and the inclusion of some original material. The CD is released through the impressive new label 20 Century Fox and is an excellent addition to any metal collection.

ULTRA
'Ultra' MONSTER
The dark side of the metal world with this reissue of the debut album from Ultra, originally released in 1993. The band’s atmospheric black metal sound is a perfect match for the soul-crushing vocals. This is a must-have for fans of the genre.

FULL MOON
'State Of The Artist' MONSTER
Another classic album from one of the greats of the black metal scene. Full Moon’s influence is still felt today, and this reissue is a great opportunity to revisit their dark, atmospheric sound.

MANOREXIA
'Volvox Turbo' ECTOPIC
When describing the works of Jim Foote’s “Touch”, one of the best albums of 1986, one often brings to mind the pioneering work of Manorexia. With their epic instrumental power, their songs are filled with a sense of mystery and a deep sense of emotion. This reissue is a great way to rediscover a truly remarkable band.

MARZ
'Long Fu Mo She' E-MACHINE
Marz is the brainchild of one of the most influential guitarists in metal, Mark Ball. With his trademark sound, he has influenced countless musicians and is considered a true Innovator of the genre. This reissue is a must-have for fans of the genre.

MAYHEM
'European Legions' SEASON OF MIST
It’s hard to find a band that can blend the raw energy of Eurovision with the technical precision of metal. Mayhem’s reissue of their classic album is a testament to their enduring influence on the genre.

MINUS
'Jesus Christ Bobby' VICTORY
Where the bloody hell did this come from? To say it’s poor or semi-mediocre is far from the truth. This album is a true masterpiece that deserves to be rediscovered.

TENHI
'Kaitar' PROPHECY
Teneh is a Finnish band that has been successful in combining the traditional and the modern. This reissue is a great way to rediscover their unique sound.

WINDFALL
'Windfall' SMEGASORDO
This isn’t what we were hoping for, but it’s still worth a listen. The band’s latest album is a mix of metal and progressive rock, with some interesting and unexpected twists.

THALIA ZEDEK
'Here Been And Gone' MATADOR
This bring back memories from the time before I was a metalhead. The band’s sound is a mix of punk, rock, and folk, with a unique and catchy style.
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